
 
 

Compliance Tip                                                           December 28, 2020 

Topic:   Automated Dispensing Machines / Vending Machines for Regulated Marijuana 

Applicable Statutory Sections and/or Rules: 44-10-501(5), C.R.S.; 44-10-601(8), C.R.S.;         
Rules 5-105(J) & 6-105(I), 1 CCR 212-3 

The Colorado Department of Revenue’s Marijuana Enforcement Division (MED) is issuing this            
Compliance Tip to highlight regulations related to Licensee use of an automated dispensing             
machine (also referred to as a “vending machine”) to Transfer Regulated Marijuana to patients              
and/or consumers. The information contained herein is for informational purposes only and            
should not be construed as legal advice on any subject matter. 

Statutory Overview 
The Colorado Marijuana Code establishes the following requirements and restrictions regarding           
the use of automated dispensing machines for the Transfer of Regulated Marijuana: 

“Transactions for the sale of medical marijuana or a medical marijuana product at a              
medical marijuana store may be completed by using an automated machine that is in a               
restricted access area of the store if the machine complies with the rules promulgated by               
the state licensing authority regarding the transaction of sale of product at a medical              
marijuana store…” Section 44-10-501(5), C.R.S. 

“The premises of a licensed retail marijuana store is the only place where an automatic               
dispensing machine that contains retail marijuana or retail marijuana products may be            
located. If a licensed retail marijuana store uses an automatic dispensing machine that             
contains retail marijuana and retail marijuana products, it must comply with the            
regulations promulgated by the state licensing authority for its use.” Section           
44-10-601(8), C.R.S. 

Rule Overview 
As part of the 2019 rulemaking session, the State Licensing Authority amended Rules 5-105              
and 6-105 to clarify allowances regarding the use of “vending machines” consistent with             
statutory provisions.  

Under amended Rules 5-105(J) and 6-105(I), a Medical and Retail Marijuana Store may use an               
automated machine in the Restricted Access Area of its Licensed Premises to dispense             
Regulated Marijuana to patients or consumers without interaction with an Owner or Employee             
Licensee if the automated machine is reasonably monitored and complies with all requirements             
of these rules including but not limited to: 

(1) Health and safety standards; 
(2) Testing; 
(3) Packaging and labeling requirements; 
(4) Inventory tracking; 
(5) Identification requirements; and 
(6) Transfer limits to patients/consumers. 
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General Guidance on Licensee Use of Automated Dispensing/Vending Machines 
The guidance below provides a non-exhaustive list Licensees should consider when using an             
automated machine to Transfer Regulated Marijuana to patients or consumers within a Medical             
or Retail Marijuana Store. The guidance below is informational and is not intended to be               
comprehensive or complete in scope. Licensees should consult the Marijuana Code and Rules             
to verify compliance. 

➢ Modification of Premises: The installation of an automated dispensing machine may           
necessitate modifications to the Licensed Premises for which application and approval is            
required. For example, the location of the machine may require the installation of             
additional surveillance cameras. See Rule 2-260, 1 CCR 212-3. 

➢ Premises Diagram: The floor plan/diagram of the Licensed Premises should accurately           
reflect the location of the machine. An automated dispensing machine must be located in              
the Restricted Access Area of the Licensed Premises.  

➢ Local Jurisdiction Requirements/Restrictions: Consider any relevant local jurisdiction        
requirements, restrictions, and/or prohibitions on the use of an automated dispensing           
machine (e.g., building/fire code requirements). 

➢ Sales Quantity, ID, Age Requirements: Consider compliance with sales quantity          
limitations in sections 44-10-501(3)(b)-(c) and (10), and 44-10-601(3)(a), C.R.S., and          
related rules and measures required to verify a patient/consumer’s identification and age            
in sections 44-10-501(4) and 44-10-601(3)(b), C.R.S. and related rules. 

➢ Security and Surveillance: 
○ Consider needs to designate parties responsible for providing access to the           

machine as may be required during an inspection. 
○ Consider surveillance and security measures necessary to prevent unauthorized         

access to or use of the machine (e.g., lock and alarm mechanisms). For             
example, consider whether the machine is secured in a manner similar to a safe,              
such as attached to the building structure, capable of being locked securely,            
constructed in a manner to prevent opening by human or mechanical force, or             
through the use of common tools, including but not limited to hammers, bolt             
cutters, crowbars, or pry bars. 

○ Consider establishing standard operating procedures for the use, maintenance,         
and access to the machine. 

➢ Inventory Tracking, Storage, and Display: 
○ Consider inventory and sales tracking requirements, including measures the         

licensee will need to implement in order to reconcile both in-person sales and             
sales made via an automated dispensing machine. 

○ Consider storage and display limitations under Rules 5-115(H) and 6-110(J) to           
ensure Regulated Marijuana is not displayed outside of the Restricted Access           
Area. 

The MED encourages any Licensees using this technology to contact the appropriate regional             
MED office to notify the MED of such use. While the MED cannot make any formal                
pre-determinations regarding a specific Licensee’s compliance with the installation and/or use of            
a vending machine, this awareness creates opportunities for the MED to better understand the              
technology and provide any feedback that can support compliant operations. 

Licensees using or interested in using vending machines should consult with the appropriate             
local jurisdiction/local licensing authority to determine any applicable local jurisdiction          
restrictions/requirements that are not addressed herein. 
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